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CR-05 - Goals and Outcomes
Progress the jurisdiction has made in carrying out its strategic plan and its action plan. 91.520(a)
This could be an overview that includes major initiatives and highlights that were proposed and executed throughout
the program year.
The City of Oak Ridge listed three major initiatives in the goals & objectives section of the approved Annual Action Plan of
July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017. The first of these three plans were:
1. Acquisition & Removal of Manhattan District Overlay (MDO) Blighted Housing;
2. Rehabilitation of MDO Homes specifically in support of the TVA Extreme Energy Makeover mitigation grant Plan
"Make Oak Ridge Energy Efficient" (MORE2) which was specifically designed for electrical panel and electrical
safety upgrades for housing in the targeted areas of the MDO who’s occupant/owners qualified as low to
moderate income persons;
3. Non-housing community development projects listed as Grant Administration but used for improvements to a
public space into a pocket park in the Woodland neighborhood which benefitted a Low to Moderate neighborhood
area.

Comparison of the proposed versus actual outcomes for each outcome measure submitted with the
consolidated plan and explain, if applicable, why progress was not made toward meeting goals and
objectives. 91.520(g)
Categories, priority levels, funding sources and amounts, outcomes/objectives, goal outcome indicators, units of
measure, targets, actual outcomes/outputs, and percentage completed for each of the grantee’s program year goals.
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Assess how the jurisdiction’s use of funds, particularly CDBG, addresses the priorities and specific objectives
identified in the plan, giving special attention to the highest priority activities identified.
The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) has been a vital tool in reducing one of the City's largest economic
challenges of blighted, vacant and abandoned residential properties in our struggling MDO neighborhoods. The MDO is
a historic district where the majority of structures were originally built by the Federal Government in the early 1940's to
house employees and their families during the Manhattan Project. These units were not intended to be permanent
residential structures but, as the project came to a close, the Federal Government sold all housing units to willing
buyers. To date, the majority of these structures are still occupied and many need significant maintenance. Among
these remaining housing units, the rate of blight, vacancy and abandonment is higher than surrounding neighborhoods
within the City of Oak Ridge. The MDO has a higher than average rate of non-owner occupancy and is plagued with
higher crime and utility disconnection rates as well. Through the City's acquisition and demolition efforts using all
available tools, neighborhoods benefit from the value added due to removing the blighted house in their
area. Additionally, residents feel safer as they begin to take more pride in their own properties within approximately a
two block radius of the abated nuisance structure. Placement of new mixed level income housing has been proven to
encourage a healthier community and stable tax base.
Rehabilitation of MDO Homes has been particularly popular. The City has performed a total of 29 Electrical Service and
Safety upgrades in L/M income homes as identified by the TVA Extreme Energy Makeover program known as MORE2 or
Make Oak Ridge Energy Efficient initiative. Many homes participating in the MORE2 program had significant electrical
system limitations that prevented them from fully realizing the benefits of desired energy upgrades. Using 3rd party
electrical contractors, the Community Development (CD) department helped improve housing in L/M neighborhoods for
both owners and tenant occupants. CD plans to continue the electrical upgrade program into PY17 as needed to provide
this value-adding benefit to our aging housing stock.
Non-housing Community Development funding was specifically used to help revitalize a public space as a pocket park in
the Woodland neighborhood which does not have a public park space. This past year, the Community Development
Department has worked on a new plan called the "City Blueprint." During the development of this plan, residents were
engaged in a very successful public meeting and asked what they would like to see in their neighborhood. These
meetings, along with the CDBG public needs assessment and surveys identified that the Woodland neighborhood did
not have a public recreation area nor did they have an adequate pedestrian infrastructure to easily access public
transportation or other amenities. CDBG funds was used to clear the overgrown public property, clean out and stabilize
the stream banks, repair drainage issues, install an 8' high 50' long fence along the existing basketball court and
seed/straw the entire area. Future plans are to add court side and path way seating along with a pedestrian bridge
across the creek and traffic calming measures to increase pedestrian safety. Existing street lighting serves the public
space adequately. The work completed to date has generally been met with positive feedback.
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CR-10 - Racial and Ethnic composition of families assisted
Describe the families assisted (including the racial and ethnic status of families assisted). 91.520(a)

Narrative
Families assisted, as indicated in the above 91.520(a) table, represents the specific racial and ethnic status of those who
benefitted from the rehabilitation of MDO homes using the electrical service and safety upgrades during PY16. This hard
data is verified by Aid to Distressed Families of Appalachian Counties (ADFAC) who managed the administrative
applications for the MORE2 program. Each family was prequalified as L/M income before entering the program while
the homes chosen for rehabilitation work were based on specific electrical issues found during the initial inspection
phase of the MORE2 program.

CR-15 - Resources and Investments 91.520(a)
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Narrative
The Manhattan District Overlay (MDO) continues to be the focus target area for the use of CDBG funds. The MDO is a
historic district built by the Federal Government to house employees and their families during WWII for the Manhattan
Project. These units were not intended to be permanent residential structures, but as the project came to a close, the
Federal Government sold all housing units to willing buyers. To date, many of these structures are still occupied and
have had few improvements. Many of these units have fallen into disrepair and have excessively high rental turnover
rates. Also common in the MDO is high emergency service call rate associated with neighborhoods with the most
blighted, vacant or abandoned housing. The MDO Area includes the following neighborhoods: Highland View, Scarboro,
East Village and Woodland.
This area is in the north central part of the city, much of which is along the ridge known as Black Oak Ridge. The borders
for this area are Outer Drive and West Outer Drive to the north, and much of the housing south to Oak Ridge Turnpike.
The eastern border is East Drive at the eastern city limits. The western border at Outer Drive is Jefferson Avenue. The
south portion also includes the Woodland Neighborhood, which is between Lafayette Drive to the east and South Illinois
Avenue to the north and South Purdue Avenue.
One hundred percent (100%) of all CDBG funding was allocated for the target areas of the MDO as described. The two
largest expenditures during PY16 was acquisition and demolition of blighted properties accounting for $134,955.27 with
the second largest expenditure being the Make Oak Ridge Energy Efficient (MORE2) program accounting for $57,734.00.
Additionally, there was an expenditure for revitalizing an area in the Woodland Neighborhood to restore public land into
a pocket park which accounted for $2,494.00. The total CDBG expenditure for PY16 (July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017) was
$195,183.27.

Narrative
** See table 5 (attachment) on page 7 titled “CR-15 – Geographic distribution and location of investments”
Next page
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Table 5 (Attachment)

Leveraging
Explain how federal funds leveraged additional resources (private, state and local funds), including a description of
how matching requirements were satisfied, as well as how any publicly owned land or property located within the
jurisdiction that were used to address the needs identified in the plan.
No federal funds were leveraged during this program year 2016.
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CR-20 - Affordable Housing 91.520(b)
Evaluation of the jurisdiction's progress in providing affordable housing, including the number and types of families
served, the number of extremely low-income, low-income, moderate-income, and middle-income persons served.

Discuss the difference between goals and outcomes and problems encountered in meeting these goals.
There will always be, a difference in the City of Oak Ridge's goals and actual numbers with regards to the number of
homeless who were provided affordable housing units due to the current non-profit agencies that directly assist the City
in providing services to the homeless. Our primary mechanism to assist homeless individuals and families is Trinity OutReach Center for Hope (TORCH). TORCH primarily uses Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) funding from the City of Oak
Ridge as a pass-through from Tennessee Housing Development Agency (THDA). Sixty-eight (68) homeless individuals
were provided housing units and twenty-five (25) were provided rental assistances are a direct result of TORCH's work
(see attached CR-25 Helping Homeless Persons). ADFAC and Habitat for Humanity of Anderson County produced two (2)
new affordable housing units on properties purchased by City CDBG funds. After the City transferred these properties to
the Oak Ridge Land Bank (ORLB), they were donated to these two non-profits during PY16. ORLB is currently working
with contractors to provide 3 new affordable units for PY17.
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Given the large number of blighted and deteriorating houses in the MDO, the current City CDBG allocation is generally
not enough to cover both acquisition/demolition and the production of new units along with limited scopes of work
associated with rehab of existing units. In light of this, the current priority is the removal of blight. The City depends
heavily on its non-profit partners, the Housing Authority and the market to provide housing to the homeless.
To prevent homelessness, the City partners with ADFAC to help provide direct financial assistance to non-homeless
individuals to be able to stay in affordable housing.

Discuss how these outcomes will impact future annual action plans.
The City of Oak Ridge recognizes the need for affordable housing and wants to either facilitate or directly assist
everyone who is in need, particularly the homeless and those with special needs. It is also recognized that there are
partners that specialize in this effort who really need the City's support instead of the City competing within the same
neighborhoods. There have been planning meetings between non-profits and the City to identify and reduce the
number of duplicated services. Future annual action plans will continue to reduce blight and provide safe, livable
neighborhoods while supporting our housing partners to assist the homeless and create new affordable housing.

Include the number of extremely low-income, low-income, and moderate-income persons served by each
activity where information on income by family size is required to determine the eligibility of the activity.

Narrative Information
We calculate that for every property where a blighted home was abated and demolished during this program year, it
directly assists in improving a three (3) block radius affecting approximately 12 nearby properties. Each property had an
average of three (3) owner/tenant occupants in the low to moderately low income. Five (5) properties were abated and
demolished during PY 2016: 355 W. Outer Dr. (moderate), 101 Wade Ln (moderate), 117 Wade Ln (moderate), 115
Warrior Cir (low), 108 Waddell Pl (extremely low). NOTE: 4 of the 5 properties were quad-plex structures and the fifth
was a duplex.
For the various incomes - CDBG Actual served, (using 3=moderate) (1=low) (1=extremely low) x 3 (owners) x 12 (nearby
properties) = total number of income levels served in the above table.
The number of households served above (CDBG Actual) will increase if we were to add the electrical service and safety
upgrades to the City rehabbed properties supporting the MORE2 program. Hard demographic and income data was
used to prequalify applicants before receiving rehab funding in the 29 projects during PY16.
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CR-25 - Homeless and Other Special Needs 91.220(d, e); 91.320(d, e); 91.520(c)
Evaluate the jurisdiction’s progress in meeting its specific objectives for reducing and ending homelessness
through:
Reaching out to homeless persons (especially unsheltered persons) and assessing their individual needs
The City of Oak Ridge works with Trinity Out Reach Center for Hope (TORCH) executive director and case managers to
provide street outreach by attending point-in-time (PIT) and/or sponsoring local events where the homeless gather.
These include free community meals in hotels and on the streets and includes wooded areas known to harbor homeless.
Once a relationship has been established, clients are assessed for continued engagement though active outreach case
management, Rapid Rehousing Programs or initial orientation and coordinated entry efforts leading to proper and
timely referral to other area programs such as mental health, substance abuse and veteran service programs.
The City's Community Development Department also regularly attends monthly meetings with Tennessee Valley
Coalition to End Homelessness (TVCEH) and serves on a committee in the regional Tennessee Valley Continuum of Care
(TVCOC). In May, 2017, the TVCEH and the City of Oak Ridge partnered together to host the first Landlord Summit in
Oak Ridge's Scarboro Center to educate both tenants and landlords on a variety of topics to include housing for the
homeless and programs available.

Addressing the emergency shelter and transitional housing needs of homeless persons
The City works with TORCH to help individuals and families seeking emergency shelter for the night. There are no
dedicated homeless shelters in Oak Ridge so finding immediate shelter for these families on the night they are in need is
one of our biggest challenges. To fill the void, TORCH has negotiated rates as low as $22.00 per night with local hotels.
TORCH can provide temporary housing / hotel vouchers until a rapid rehousing case plan, emergency shelter in a
neighboring CoC, or other housing is established.
Please see the attached TORCH activities summary and facts provided on next page titled “CR-25 Helping Homeless
Persons” applicable to the City of Oak Ridge's PY16 HUD CDBG and THDA ESG programs specifically for the purpose of
helping homeless persons.

Helping low-income individuals and families avoid becoming homeless, especially extremely low-income
individuals and families and those who are: likely to become homeless after being discharged from publicly
funded institutions and systems of care (such as health care facilities, mental health facilities, foster care
and other youth facilities, and corrections programs and institutions); and, receiving assistance from public
or private agencies that address housing, health, social services, employment, education, or youth needs
The City works with partners such as TORCH to assist those who would be homeless without immediate intervention
with eviction prevention assistance and emergency utility assistance. After an assessment, verification of the client's
financial status, imminent threat of homelessness, and after ensuring that no other agency in the area can assist the
client's needs, clients are enrolled by the case manager for emergency eviction-prevention assistance. Eligible clients
can receive assistance with rental deposits, rent, utility deposits, past-due utilities, and other moving costs defined as
allowable by HUD to ensure that they do not become homeless.
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Helping homeless persons (especially chronically homeless individuals and families, families with children,
veterans and their families, and unaccompanied youth) make the transition to permanent housing and
independent living, including shortening the period of time that individuals and families experience
homelessness, facilitating access for homeless individuals and families to affordable housing units, and
preventing individuals and families who were recently homeless from become homeless again
** Please see attached “CR-25 – Helping Homeless Persons” applicable to City of Oak Ridge’s PY16 HUD CDBG and THDA
ESG programs specifically for the purpose of helping homeless persons.

Continued Next Page
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CR-25 Helping Homeless Persons (attachment)
TORCH assists shelters primarily through issuance of hotel vouchers paid for by donations from the community. TORCH
provides shelter for homeless families w/ children and those that are severely disabled who we have identified meet
HUDs criteria for literally homeless. In FY2016-2017 TORCH provided Shelter for 22 families, 25 adults and
approximately 36 children. TORCH spent $15,000 on temporary shelter vouchers.
Other facts:
1. Approximately $161,000 was spent by TORCH last year on homeless services both in Oak Ridge and Anderson County.
TORCH has verified another $4,500 that was spent by area churches.
2. There are approximately 8 units of transitional housing available through Ridgeview for single individuals and 2 for
families at AGAPE house.
3. TORCH received approximately 440 requests for help from those who were homeless or in fear of becoming
homeless and provided outreach to 190 adults and 104 children. (Approximately 145 families or individuals)
4. TORCH assisted 68 homeless families or individuals with transitioning from homeless into permanent housing.
5. Homeless prevention was provided in FY2016-2017 however, prevention funds were not awarded for FY2017- 2018.
6. TORCH provided eviction-prevention assistance in the form of referrals and connection to community resources
several times during FY2016-2017. Case management and financial assistance was provided to 25 families.
Homeless services:
TORCH assists the homeless through 2 programs, both funded through an ESG grant. TORCH
provides Homeless Outreach and Rapid Rehousing services.
Homeless Outreach provides needs assessment and triage to establish which services the individual qualifies
for and what might be done to provide immediate shelter if camping or living in a car. If appropriate, clients may
be referred to Rapid Rehousing or other area programs such as Mental Health treatment or food pantries.
Rapid Rehousing attempts to shorten the length of time a person/family is homeless by removing barriers to
quickly obtaining housing. For families enrolled in Rapid Rehousing, TORCH provides financial assistance with move
in costs such as deposits and rent for up to 3 months after moving in during which a case manager will work with
the family to establish financial independence. For singles, TORCH provides financial assistance with deposits only.
After housing is secure, TORCH will follow up with the client for 9 months or until both the client and TORCH agree
that services are no longer needed. TORCH housed 65 families using ESG funds in FY2016-17. Services are available
to all but, as financial assistance services are limited, TORCH prioritizes homeless families with children and the
disabled.
Other Partners that provide prevention assistance:
ADFAC provides financial assistance and case management to those who have had their utilities turned off and
would be evicted if they could not be turned back on.
CAC/ETHRA provides assistance to those who are facing an emergency with their utilities and who might
face eviction if utilities are disconnected.
ITTS provides – Assistance established after the closing of Lakeshore to insure that those exiting out of
inpatient mental health treatment at Ridgeview are not exited onto the streets. Services include case management
and temporary shelter in a hotel room until permanent housing is established. These services are housed at the Helen
Ross McNabb Center.
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CR-30 - Public Housing 91.220(h); 91.320(j)
Actions taken to address the needs of public housing
The Oak Ridge Housing Authority (ORHA) has recently hired a new Executive Director. The City of Oak Ridge and the Oak
Ridge Land Bank are formulating a new partnership to create a development arm of ORHA. It is the goal of all partners
to create a mix of public housing, affordable housing and market housing in the Highland View neighborhood. An effort
to revitalize the Highland View redevelopment initiative is beginning to take shape. ORHA has a healthy public housing
inventory to which the City of Oak Ridge regularly refers potential residents for their public housing program. Actions
taken to address the needs of public housing in the City include providing admission based on eligibility and providing
preferences to the follow groups of people:
- Working families and those unable to work because of age or disability
- Individuals and families displaced by government action
- Individuals and families displaced by HCV holders due to lack of funding
- Veterans, disabled persons
- Individuals who lost employment due to downsizing as a prevention to homelessness

Actions taken to encourage public housing residents to become more involved in management and
participate in homeownership
The Oak Ridge Housing Authority provides self-sufficiency through their Family Self-Sufficiency Program (FSS). Through
this program, ORHA has disbursed over $30,000.00 in Escrow to 16 families in five years who are no longer reliant on
public housing because they have gone through several trainings to provide them with skills to save and secure their
own financial security.

Actions taken to provide assistance to troubled PHA’s
There have been no formal actions taken to assist the ORHA based on repairing troubled PHA’s. The City and its housing
partners however are very involved in the creation of ORHA’s first development corporation. This is a ground-breaking
effort for Oak Ridge and the Housing Authority. Everyone is working in good faith to make this redevelopment effort
successful.
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CR-35 - Other Actions 91.220(j)-(k); 91.320(i)-(j)
Actions taken to remove or ameliorate the negative effects of public policies that serve as barriers to
affordable housing such as land use controls, tax policies affecting land, zoning ordinances, building codes,
fees and charges, growth limitations, and policies affecting the return on residential investment. 91.220 (j);
91.320 (i)
During this PY2016, the City of Oak Ridge continued successful initiatives such as the sewer lateral program, public fire
safety education events, rental registration & inspection program to ensure fair and safe housing in the MDO area, the
Not In Our City campaign designed to make neighborhoods more livable while fighting blight associated in distressed
areas. Existing partnerships between the City, Oak Ridge Land Bank, Chamber of Commerce, Housing Authority, Habitat
for Humanity, ADFAC, TORCH and neighborhood watch groups have all contributed to returning new affordable housing
to the tax rolls and improving existing housing stock. Zoning and Building Code Standards are continually monitored for
both process improvement and applicability. Using the Building Board of Housing Code Appeals to review all housing
discrimination complaints along with code variance requests, the City has been particularly successful in removing
blighted structures that discourage neighborhood revitalization. Building permits and fees continues the administrative
policy D-200 titled fees and Municipal Services and Supplies. Section 2.110, Affordable Housing Fee Adjustments
eliminates any zoning fees, moving fee and demolition fee and reduces to $25.00 the permit fees which cross references
CDBG target areas utilizing data from the most recent U.S. Census Data. City Council has previously approved a tax
abatement resolution authorizing a local option property tax freeze program for taxpayers 65 years of age or older
based on income and ownership of eligible property and other guidelines as set forth in the resolution.
The City typically holds three to four public hearings a year about the use of CDBG funding and the issue of negative
effects of the public policies has not been a topic of concern for residents. Oak Ridge welcomes hearing about any
barriers that the public thinks are present and affect access to affordable housing.

Actions taken to address obstacles to meeting underserved needs. 91.220(k); 91.320(j)
The City of Oak Ridge relies heavily on its partnerships with local and regional non-profit organizations who provide
direct services to the underserved to better understand what issues the community faces and how to better address the
needs of the underserved. The City attends monthly Continuum of Care meetings to discuss ways to work
collaboratively to address the needs of the underserved in our City and throughout the region.

Actions taken to reduce lead-based paint hazards. 91.220(k); 91.320(j)
The City of Oak Ridge continues to maintain a Tennessee Licensed EPA Lead Paint Inspector & Risk Assessor on staff in
the Community Development Department who oversees all activities associated with lead based paint hazards in both
city facilities and residential housing to include programs such as MORE2 Extreme Energy upgrades. Residential
rehabilitation projects by ADFAC, Oak Ridge Housing Authority and the City of Oak Ridge are most effected by the lead
based paint HUD ruling. All rehabilitation projects are required to have the appropriate level of lead professional
certifications to perform work on known lead based paint disturbance projects. Depending on the lead agency for each
project, the client is provided with the required "Renovate Right" pamphlet regarding the lead based paint and its
effects on children, elderly and others in the household.
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Actions taken to reduce the number of poverty-level families. 91.220(k); 91.320(j)
The City of Oak Ridge continues to work with local groups to determine a housing strategy. Improved economic
development with increased employment opportunities will provide a direct benefit to the reduction of poverty-level
families. The Oak Ridge School System also has one of the largest free lunch programs to further offset the cost of living
to EL/L income families. It is also recognized that an accessible public transportation system is vital to reduce the
unemployment numbers locally so those who want to work or attend school can do so with relative ease. Poverty is a
national problem that begins locally. Working toward the reduction of poverty continues to be a challenge that cannot
be solved by local initiatives alone. Currently, the City is looking to provide workforce housing that is desirable to the
employers we currently have and advertising to potential employers that Oak Ridge does have a work force to employ.

Actions taken to develop institutional structure. 91.220(k); 91.320(j)
CDBG entitlement funds, Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) through the Tennessee Housing Development Agency
(THDA), the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Extreme Energy Makeover known as Make Oak Ridge Energy Efficient
(MORE2), and the city general funds along with the Oak Ridge Land Bank Blight Elimination Program (BEP) through THDA
are all utilized to assist the City of Oak Ridge residents with the three national goals of the CDBG program. Locally set
priorities by Oak Ridge City Council and its other boards and commissions incorporate national goals into our housing
development strategy. Leadership for the annual use and implementation of CDBG begins with the City's elected
officials and their approval of Annual Action Plan actives and contracts. The City of Oak Ridge Community Development
Specialist provided support and assistance for the preparation of all required CDBG reports before this CAPER report.
This support includes design and maintenance of a web page devoted to the CDBG program located at:
www.oakridgetn.gov/departments/commdev/planning-division/cdbg program.
Program delivery would not be possible, without the efforts of Federal, State and local partners. The City of Oak Ridge
staff and officials rely on local non-profit organizations as well as state and federal officials to provide insight into the
needs and available resources for residents. The community's non-profit organizations are vital partners for the delivery
of services and programs for Oak Ridge citizens. The non-profit community works hard at maintaining strong and
valuable relationships with each other to eliminate the duplication of services and build a valuable network of resources
for the Oak Ridge residents and visitors. The City's Community Development Department staff are available to assist all
service providers with any information request or input for the improvement of the CDBG program.
The Knoxville HUD Community Planning and Development (CPD) office provides advice and assistance with statutory and
regulatory requirements and technical assistance for the CDBG entitlement program. The Knoxville HUD CPD office also
helps with marketing and outreach efforts to promote community development and affordable housing in the East
Tennessee region. The Tennessee Housing Development Agency (THDA) provides advice and assistance with statutory
and regulatory requirements for the Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) program. The City of Oak Ridge is also a member
of the applicable HUD Continuum of Care (COC) for our region: TN-512, Morristown/Blount, Sevier, Campbell, Cocke,
Roane and Anderson Counties. The Tennessee Valley Coalition for the Homeless, a regional non-profit, leads our CoC
and provides training, outreach and access to other services and data. One example of a benefit from partnering with
the CoC is access to regional data in the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS). This information helps the
City understand the extent and type of resident need in the community.
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Actions taken to enhance coordination between public and private housing and social service agencies.
91.220(k); 91.320(j)
The City of Oak Ridge Community Development Specialist or a backup staff person attend monthly TVCOC meetings and
coordinates between various public and private agencies that are in attendance as well as other local agencies to better
understand the state of our housing situation from an individual family level to an overarching community wide level. In
addition to the TVCOC coordination, there are newly formed relationships between the Oak Ridge Housing Authority
(ORHA), Oak Ridge Land Bank (ORLB), the Oak Ridge Chamber of Commerce and the City of Oak Ridge who all believe
that housing is one of the most critical issues that face the city today. Public meetings regularly reveal that citizens all
feel they are concerned about their neighborhoods and attribute the declining housing stock as a major factor in their
safety concerns.

Identify actions taken to overcome the effects of any impediments identified in the jurisdictions analysis of
impediments to fair housing choice. 91.520(a)
The City of Oak Ridge adopted a Fair Housing Ordinance on April 21, 1969 which, at the time, was the first of its kind in
Tennessee. The City continues to be committed to working with the public, private and nonprofit partners in the
community to ensure fair housing choices for all residents. This commitment includes incorporating fair housing
strategies into activities supported with CDBG entitlement funds. On June 27, 1994 the City completed and published a
comprehensive report titled Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing (AI). An updated AI was completed and published
in March 2011 and then again in our current analysis dated April 9, 2015 which include the following strategy:
1. The City government continues to support fair housing by proclaiming, “April is Fair Housing Month," by
formal City Council action and by input to the media.
2. The City continues to appoint members to the Board of Building and Housing Code Appeals whereby charges
of housing discrimination may be addressed.
3. The City continues to address the issue of emergency housing in a fair manner through its social service
programs, implementation of its relocation policy and thorough referrals to private, state and federal programs.
4. The City continues to support affordable housing programs with local housing providers and make
applications for funding of rehabilitation grants and other housing assistance.
5. The City's housing related staff continues to seek out further opportunities for training regarding fair housing.
6. The City distributes fair housing information and encourages schools to educate children about fair
housing.
7. The City staff uses both nontraditional as well as traditional means aimed to reach the protected class
population, to make sure they are aware of fair housing laws and policies.
8. The City publishes information on its website and utility bills that Fair Housing is the City's policy and lists a
telephone number for questions.
9. The City supports housing accessibility improvements and help residents travel to and from necessary
resources.
U.S. Census housing data from 2000 to 2010 reveals a relatively slow rate of growth in the community during both the
2011-2013 and the 2014-2017 three year Consolidated Plans.
** Please see attached “CR-35 – Fair Housing Activities” applicable to City of Oak Ridge’s PY16 HUD CDBG program and
other activities supporting the effort to reduce identified impediments to Fair Housing.
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CR-35 Fair Housing Activities (attachment) 91.520(a) Continued
Identified Impediments to Fair Housing with corresponding activities to address AI findings:
1. Lack of awareness and education about Fair Housing laws and the process for discrimination complaints
a. The City permanently displays current HUD Fair Housing posters in both English and Spanish throughout the
Municipal Building and other facilities that are frequently occupied by the public.
b. The City Mayor publically announced and signed an annual FAIR HOUSING PROCLAMATION on 10 April 2017
at the City Council regular meeting.
c. The Utility Business Office (UBO) displays scrolling digital media at the customer counter for the entire
month of April to support awareness and City point of contact information.
d. Throughout the month of April each year, the City prints Fair Housing information on the utility statement
cards that is sent to all utility customers
e. Every April, Oak Ridge City Schools promote and educate students on the meaning of Fair Housing and equal
opportunity law.
f. Public Notices for CDBG and other housing related programs are advertised in the local newspaper, social
media and the City’s official web page affirming non-discrimination against anyone based on race, color, sex,
gender, religion, national origin, age, familial status, related medical condition or disability.
g. Public comment and public hearing events are scheduled at various times throughout the day to
accommodate work/school schedules in both the municipal building and community centers located in
minority populated neighborhoods. CAPER PY16 – Public Comment Meetings on November 16th, 2017 (See
Advertisement)
h. The City has bi-lingual staff members that assist as required to translate documents and interpersonal
contact with non-English speaking persons.
i. The City’s Board of Building and Housing Code Appeals (BBHCA) has been appointed to review Fair Housing
complaints and work with the Oak Ridge Housing Authority along with other non-profit housing partners to
ensure everyone is able to recognize and refer Fair Housing issues to the appropriate agency.
j. City Community Development staff have engaged civic and neighborhood watch groups during PY16 to
educate and receive feedback on numerous housing issues to include Fair Housing concerns.
k. City Community Development staff participated in the first annual landlord summit hosted by Tennessee
Valley Continuum of Care on Friday, May 19, 2017 at the Scarboro Community Center which discussed Fair
Housing laws among other topics related to the rental property business.
2. Limited number of quality housing options for very low income families
a. During PY16, the City and the Oak Ridge Land Bank has partnered with Habitat for Humanity of Anderson
County & Aid to Distressed Families of Appalachian Counties (ADFAC) to produce two (2) new single family
dwellings for EL/L income families with children on properties acquired using City CDBG funds. Three (3)
more units are planned for PY17. See section CR-20
3. Accessibility Issues for people with physical disabilities
a. The City works with ADFAC to provide quality control inspections on Emergency Repair Program accessibility
projects as well as the Oak Ridge Housing Authority renovations.
b. Accessibility improvements were included in the new Main Street Mall mixed use residential/commercial
development through plan review, permitting and inspection activities.
4. No transitional housing is available for individuals and families who are in emergency or crisis situations
a. There is no shelter in Oak Ridge or Anderson County, but the City has partnered with Trinity Out-Reach
Center of Hope (TORCH) to provide emergency solutions for transitional housing challenges. SEE
ATTACHMENT “CR-25 Helping Homeless Persons” for accomplishments during PY16.
5. No fixed public transportation options for citizens to access resources
a. The City of Oak Ridge does not have a public transportation system but does contract with East Tennessee
Human Resources Agency (ETHRA) Transportation Services to provide public transportation on a one time or
scheduled reoccurring basis to anyone needing this service at a discounted rate.
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CR-40 - Monitoring 91.220 and 91.230
Describe the standards and procedures used to monitor activities carried out in furtherance of the plan and
used to ensure long-term compliance with requirements of the programs involved, including minority
business outreach and the comprehensive planning requirements
Throughout the year, staff monitored and evaluated individual projects progress toward goals and expenditures despite
an unusually high turnover rate including the Director in the Community Development Department. With limited
resources and on the job training, staff monitors the administrative and regulatory requirements for use of CDBG
entitlement funds. The efforts toward reducing and ending homelessness has not been adversely affected by staff
shortages. The continued strong relationship with community partners such as TORCH, non-profits and the TVCOC have
proved to be an asset to the City's ability to show progress in the fight to reduce homelessness. City staff assigned to
coordinate the CDBG program also managed the ESG program through THDA while performing the necessary tasks of
achieving the local CDBG goals and objectives. Progress toward achieving the Con Plan goals have been a continued
topic of meetings as new staff members continue to rotate in and out of the department.

Citizen Participation Plan 91.105(d); 91.115(d)
Describe the efforts to provide citizens with reasonable notice and an opportunity to comment on performance
reports
The City of Oak Ridge's draft PY16 CAPER was posted on the City's website beginning on Tuesday, November 7, 2017,
along with instructions about how to provide input on the document. An ad was published in the local newspaper
having general circulation on November 9th (see Advertisement) as well as posting on social media alerting citizens for
input opportunity which began the required fifteen (15) day public comment period. Public Comment closed on
Tuesday, November 27, 2017. A final revision of the PY16 CAPER with public input will be officially submitted to HUD for
review and posted on the City's Community Development website no later than Thursday, November 30, 2017. Notices
will be emailed in regards to its availability and access accommodations.

CR-45 - CDBG 91.520(c)
Specify the nature of, and reasons for, any changes in the jurisdiction’s program objectives and indications
of how the jurisdiction would change its programs as a result of its experiences.
It is abundantly clear that the City of Oak Ridge has a housing problem associated with WWII era structures still being
used today. While the immediate improvement resulting from the acquisition and demolition of blighted residential
structures is seen as progress by many residents who live in the MDO neighborhoods, it is a slow moving, costly effort
and continues to be a challenge to find suitable contractors and developers that are ready to reinvest in these hardest
hit neighborhoods. It is our intention to continue with the City's program objectives while partnering with the Oak Ridge
Land Bank and other non-profits to find the right opportunity to return these properties back to a productive use to
benefit all levels of income so that our community is stabilized for the next generation.

Does this Jurisdiction have any open Brownfields Economic Development Initiative (BEDI) grants?
No
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